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Telugu wx-notation Transliteration of Indian scripts into Roman

Vowels:

\[ a\ A \ i \ i \ u \ u \ U \ q \ Q \ eV \ eE \ oV \ oO \ zM \ H \]
\[ a\ a\ i \ i \ u \ u \ r \ f \ eE \ aI \ oO \ au \ m \ m \ h \]

Consonants:

\[ k \ K \ g \ G \ f \]
\[ c \ C \ j \ J \ F \]
\[ t \ T \ d \ D \ n \]
\[ w \ W \ x \ X \ n \]
\[ p \ P \ b \ B \ m \]
\[ y \ r \ ry \ l \ ry \ ny \ v \]
\[ S \ R \ s \ h \]

How to key in syllable sequences:

ka kA ki kI ku kU keV keE koV koO kaz kaM kaH
Keying Word initial vowels require that they are typed
with a preceding a (a).

a aA ai ai au au aeV aeE aE aO aO aM aH

Keying of Consonant clusters require the typing of
link key "_" between the consonants:

ex. \[ am\_ma \ aM\_wa \ s\_w\_r\_I \ k\_R\_v\_A \]
\[ B\_r\_A\_wa \ r\_O\_r\_ava \ kaw\_w\_e\_V \ kar\_w\_q \ Bar\_w\_a \]
Devanagari: \( \text{wx-notation Transliteration of Indian scripts into Roman} \)

Vowels:
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{अ} & \rightarrow \text{a} & \text{आ} & \rightarrow \text{AA} & \text{इ} & \rightarrow \text{I} & \text{ई} & \rightarrow \text{EE} & \text{उ} & \rightarrow \text{U} & \text{ऊ} & \rightarrow \text{UU} & \text{ऋ} & \rightarrow \text{RR} & \text{ऌ} & \rightarrow \text{LL} & \text{◌} & \rightarrow \text{O} & \text{◌◌} & \rightarrow \text{OO} \n\end{align*}
\]

Consonants:
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{क} & \rightarrow \text{k} & \text{ख} & \rightarrow \text{kh} & \text{ग} & \rightarrow \text{g} & \text{ग्र} & \rightarrow \text{g} & \text{घ} & \rightarrow \text{gh} & \text{ड} & \rightarrow \text{d} & \text{ढ} & \rightarrow \text{dh} & \text{च} & \rightarrow \text{c} & \text{छ} & \rightarrow \text{ch} & \text{ज} & \rightarrow \text{j} & \text{झ} & \rightarrow \text{jh} & \text{ट} & \rightarrow \text{t} & \text{ठ} & \rightarrow \text{th} & \text{ड} & \rightarrow \text{d} & \text{ढ} & \rightarrow \text{dh} & \text{ण} & \rightarrow \text{n} & \text{व} & \rightarrow \text{v} & \text{व्र} & \rightarrow \text{vr} & \text{श} & \rightarrow \text{s} & \text{श्र} & \rightarrow \text{sr} & \text{ह} & \rightarrow \text{h} \n\end{align*}
\]

How to key in syllable sequences:

- Ka, Kā, Ki, Kī, Ku, Kuī, Kū, Kūī, Ke, Keī, Kō, Kōī, KāM, Kāḥ
- Va, Vā, Vaī, Vāī, Vāu, Vāuī, Vāīu, Vāīū
- Ke, Keī

Keying Word Initial vowels require that they are typed with a preceding a [ə].


Keying of Consonant clusters requires the typing of link key ‘ الفكر’ between the consonants:

- Ex. अम मां aM ma aMw aM w r l kR v A

श्र र र र र र र र र र र र र र र र र

B r A wa rOr a va kaw we v kar wq Bar wq